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Hello, my name is Ron Vance and I am Chief of the Resource Conservation Branch for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency in Washington DC. One of my roles is overseeing our national measurement efforts related to Sustainable Materials Management. 



State Measurement Program (SMP)
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TALKING POINTSEPA’s implementation of the SMM program follows the concept of Cooperative Federalism, under which federal and state governments work collaboratively to address problems, rather than working independently or under a system dominated by the federal government. Underneath this model framework, EPA and states can work together to provide strong, robust, and consistent data and metrics. The SMP is a tool that can help us reach this goal.Ten years ago, the eight states in the southeast came together with the assistance of EPA Region 4 to create the State Measurement Program. The State Data Measurement Sharing Program (SMP) is an information sharing tool that allows U.S. states to share a wide range of information including annual tonnage data (landfilling, recycling and composting, etc.), descriptions of the types of waste and recycling programs in the state, and financial summaries of program resources. This program is not just a compendium of state information, but rather it aims to align the information across states.The SMP includes a common data template and resource module that outlines state policy, program, and resource information. The SMP also provides a series of analytical reports that summarize, aggregate and present the information on a state, regional and national level.After my presentation, Chris Ronson and Rhonda Rollins will provide a more detailed walk through of the parts of the program. 



Goals of SMP
• Accelerate managing materials and products on a lifecycle 

basis
• Drive market signals and economic interventions to 

improve materials management;
• Improve data, tools, research and internal/external 

processes;
• Expand the public dialogue on how materials management 

impacts the environment;
• Engage the business community to think across the 

lifecycle and the value chain; and
• Promote the replication of successful recycling, reuse and 

source reduction ideas and programs.
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TALKING POINTS By aligning state information, the State Measurement program can help: Accelerate managing materials and products on a lifecycle basis;Drive market signals and economic interventions to improve materials management;Improve data, tools, research and internal/external processes;Expand the public dialogue on how materials management impacts the environment;Engage the business community to think across the lifecycle and the value chain; andPromote the replication of successful recycling, reuse and source reduction ideas and programs.



15 questions.
States submit Quantitative Data on 
Recycling, Landfill, WTE, and SMM 

information

Provides Programmatic/ Qualitative 
information for all 50 States.

Provides yearly feedback to the SMP on 
definitions, data and methodology as well 

as requests for improvements.

Population information is pulled from US 
Census Bureau, however States have the 
prerogative to change federal numbers with 
state estimates.
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The SMM Template has those 15 questions that provides the state level quantitative data. 15 questions that provides state level quantitative data on disposal, recycling, composting, beneficial use and other waste diversion activities, energy recovery including pathways, sectors, import, export and facility and system information. The SMM Resource Module was originally a spreadsheet for all 50 states sharing key state policy drivers; mandatory recycling programs; waste diversion, recycling, composting and zero waste goals; planning; waste management hierarchy and other goals; SMM Strategies like environmental preferable purchasing programs, life-cycle based approaches, market development programs, pay as you throw programs, product stewardship and source reduction programs as well as identifying material specific strategies. opportunities in each state.



History of SMP
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TALKING POINTSThe SMP program began nearly a decade ago right here in Chattanooga, Tennessee. The SMP is here today because of the strong leadership from numerous people, including:Larry Christley from Tennessee ;Gavin Adams and Eric Sanderson from Alabama;Shannon Reynolds and Karen Moore from Florida;Stephanie Busch, Susan Wood and Gloria Hardegree from Georgia;Gary Logsdon from Kentucky;Mark Williams from Mississippi;Scott Mouw and Rob Taylor from North Carolina;Richard Chesley and Amanda St. John from South Carolina;  andAnd Seth (Riley) McCormick, Vincent Leray and the entire staff with Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation. 	I would also want to acknowledge some important EPA colleagues like Jon Johnston, Jay Bassett and Dee Rodgers-Smith who were dedicated in the early years to make this happen.  In addition, the Resource Module, which was added to the SMP Platform in 2013, was the result of the efforts of the leadership of Susan Mooney from EPA Region 5. Today, the Implementation or iTeam oversees the State Measurement Program.  Current members of the iTeam include:Mathew Hittle from Ohio, Betsy Spetich from Arkansas, andSeth McCormick from Tennessee.  
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TALKING POINTS In the first four years of the State Measurement Program it was only the eight states from Region 4. In 2012, the SMP was rolled out nationally and has grown 37 states and the District of Columbia in 2016.In total, 43 states and the District of Columbia have participated in the program.



2016 SMP Summary

Disposed Recycled Composted

236 million tons 
with million 
tons MSW 

86 million tons 18 million tons 

(36 states)
256 million people

(28 states+ DC)
227 million people

(26 states + DC)
168 million people
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So here is the big picture data summary for 2016. 



SMP 2016 Composted

Composted

18 million tons 

(26 states + DC)
168 million 

people
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TALKING POINTS Now let’s take a look at some of the data. There are multiple heat maps available along with numerous reports on data, programs, and policies. Today I will share two maps from the 2016 data collection cycle.  Here is the summary of 2016 Template on composting.Twenty six states and the District of Columbia, representing 168 million people, reported 18 million tons of organics were composted in 2016.Of those states reporting, 25 noted that they had over 2,400 organics management systems in place with over 1,700 of them being composting facilities. In other facts gathered from the Resource Module – shows that 23 states have landfill bans for organics, six states have an organics goals, and nine states equate the recycling goal with their organics goal.It will be important to follow these numbers in the coming years as more states participate and benchmark their organics and food management systems.  



SMP 2016 Recycled
pounds per household per year

National 
average of 

those 
reporting 

2,192 pounds  
per 

household
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TALKING POINTS The second map focuses on recycling using the per household per year metric.The range is  from 6 pounds of recycling per household per year to 5,521 pounds per household each year. The national average of those reporting is 2,192 pounds per household per year. There was 85.7 million tons of recyclables reported by 28 states and the District of Columbia, representing 227 million people. Another interesting fact is that, of those 28 states that reported recycling data:11 reported how many of their local governments had recycling programs; 6 reported how many households were served by recycling programs; and8 states reported the number of single, dual stream and source separated programs their state had.



• Focus Areas: Improving the measurement of materials management 
at the local, state, & national levels.

• Key Takeaways:
Critical Areas for Improvement include:

• Consistent definitions and methodologies. 
• Expand data to track materials flow
• Specific attention to collection & processing efficiencies
• Lifecycle/multi-environmental impact data and analysis
• New/expanded goals and metrics
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The first national Summit on measurement took place from February 28-March 1, 2018, in Chattanooga Tennessee. The Summit was hosted by the Tennessee Department of Environment and Conservation (TDEQ) and EPA, with support from the Southeast Recycling Development Council (SERDC).The Summit brought together leaders and professional in solid waste management, trade organizations and industry to break new ground in understanding the role of measurement in materials management. There were 166 participants from 19 states and Guam as well as  communities, trade associations and industry. Key focus areas included the latest developments in the State Measurement Program, the importance of data quality and the economic impacts of recycling. Key Takeaways:Critical Areas for Improvement include:Consistent definitions and methodologies. Expand data to track materials flowSpecific attention to collection & processing efficienciesLifecycle/multi-environmental impact data and analysisNew/expanded goals and metrics



Measuring Recycling
Recycling System Performance Measures

– Capacity (Collection, Processing, & Reutilization)

– Utilization of Capacity (Participation Rate & 
Capture Rate)

– Contamination (Collection & Final Bale)

– Processing Efficiency & Effectiveness (Yield, Loss, 
Residual)

– Economics (Market Value, Collection & Processing 
Costs)



Thank you! 

Visit us at:
http://www.epa.gov/smm

Follow us @EPAland
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